
My Dear Colleagues, 

My message this year is simple HAPPY NEW YEAR 2021. I sincerely 

and with every shred of faith in me wish each one of us a truly Happy 

New Year. We are a great Team and together we will continue to do 

the impossible. Let us continue to believe.  Our company is planning 

some beautiful things for our benefit, I have no doubt that we will  

enjoy them as they materialize. Let the job we do speak for us and 

nothing else.  

As I have indicated during our 2021 Budget session, our change mantra for 

2021 will be #Iamthe difference. Please Let us all go out there and make a  
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 difference, let us be the difference. 

Please allow me to again wish you and your families, A Happy New Year, and the blessings of God beyond our estimations. To 

those of us that had additions to their families, we share in their joy, while our hearts go out to those that lost loved ones. The 

circle of life must continue as ordained by God. 

Love you Guys! 

#iamthedifference. Yes, I am.  

Siraj Abdullahi. 

 

 

Mainstream Energy Solutions Limited Attains an Epoch Making 5 Million Man Hours Without Lost Time Incidence 

(LTI). A major  milestone in the power sector.  

CONGRATULATIONS  TO THE MANAGEMENT AND STAFF! 

#MESLSTRONG 
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Work ethics is a set of moral principles or values that an employee abides by and uses in their job performance. It 

covers an employee's behaviour and attitude towards their job, career, and the workplace. Work ethics in the 

workplace is significant as it directly impacts the quality and output of your job. When an employee values the 

workplace he or she is in, he naturally becomes more productive. Using the company resources, values time, bet-

ter performance levels, and drive the company towards success. We know good work ethics leads to success. But 

how true is this? How is work ethics related to the productivity and success of a person. Some of the primary ele-

ments of a strong work ethic are professionalism, integrity, respect for the job and fellow teammates, timeliness, 

and discipline. This value of ethics moulds a person into a more responsible and more determined individual. It 

impacts all the activities of their day-to-day life. “If you work hard enough and assert yourself and use your mind 

and imagination, you can shape the world to your desires. ~ Malcolm Gladwell.”   

Ways Managers Can Instill Strong Work Ethics Among Employees In A Workplace 

1. Clear Goals and Objectives: 

Often, it becomes difficult for employees to complete tasks without clear goals and objectives. Employees' work 

ethic also strengthened when they are fully aware of the job they are doing. Team leaders or managers should 

clearly explain the goals and objectives before they start new tasks. Irrespective of talent and work experience, 

employees need direction. Every organization follows a definite corporate 

ethical culture. Therefore, managers need to align them with clear goals 

and objectives. Hence, they can ensure the  following points while they do 

it. Goals should be measurable and maintain a fixed time frame. It should be 

challenging and, at the same time, achievable. It must be well accepted by 

the team members before implementation. 

 

2. Proper Mentoring:  

The delicate balance of mentoring someone is not creating them in your own image but giving them the  

opportunity to create themselves. ~Steven Spielberg 

Managers should set clear goals and objectives regarding the organization's work ethics and code of conduct. 

Once that is done, you need to offer good mentoring and training programs to 

groom your employees. You need to embrace your role as a teacher/ mentor 

and guide them in every step, especially in their initial days. 

As managers, you need to use a combination of methods or approaches to  

mentor them. Try to make the instructions or lessons interesting using  

well-structured presentations, catchy graphics, or videos. During the  

mentoring process, ensure effective communication by conducting one-on-one 

meetings or timely team meetings. 

 

3. Professionalism: 

“The essence of professionalism is the focus upon the work and its demands, while we are doing it, to the  

exclusion of all else.”~ Anonymous. 

You know a real professional by the way they talk, dress, and conduct themselves in the workplace. 
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A professional exhibits a quality of craft and service.  

Professionalism starts with trust, conduct, loyalty, discipline, and 

hunger for excellence. Employees with this work ethic takes work 

wholeheartedly and strives to bring excellence in whichever  

position they are into. They are always respected for their conduct 

and no-nonsense attitude towards work. This draws the team  

members towards his/her vision. Managers, therefore, can  

promote professionalism and bring goodwill to an organization. 

Managers can stimulate professionalism by: 

 Keeping one’s own word and trust. 

 Striving for excellence. 

 Being respectful, honest and transparent. 

 Acting with integrity. 

 A learning attitude. 

One with professional work ethics is always well-perceived by their peers, and always enjoys their work-life with 

contentment. 

 

4. Discipline 

“Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment.” ~Jim Rohn 

It is one of the core elements of work-ethics, and management must be very particular about this aspect. When  

discipline becomes part of the company culture, it will resonate with all your employees. By instilling a  culture of 

self-discipline, employers can positively overview their actions and  

reactions. 

Discipline begins with punctuality. Managers can put particular emphasis 

on maintaining punctuality in the organization. Punctual employees are 

less likely to take leaves. Also, employees who take leaves frequently are 

considered a burden to the organization. Discipline helps maintain  

decorum in the workplace. Would you enjoy working in an environment 

with constant chattering? Or can you concentrate on your daily tasks with 

high disturbances? Thus, discipline helps team members work efficiently towards desired goals and objectives of 

the organization. 

 

5. Fuel Their Spirits: 

As mentioned in the previous points, management plays a vital role in fostering  good work ethics among  

employees. Another part that managers can play in this equation is by  

rewarding people for showcasing good work ethics.  

“Keep your eyes open and try to catch people in your company doing  

something right, then praise them for it.” ~Tom Hopkins 

Human beings have an intrinsic need to thrive for appreciation. Rewarding 

and recognizing is a good practice to ensure that the momentum of  

appreciation is maintained. It acts as a motivator in "keeping up the good 

work.” Employees setting good examples for others by their sound work  

ethics are just as deserving of recognition as your best performer. It is your 

responsibility to fuel their spirits and make them feel valued and appreciated. 
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6. Eliminate Obstacles: 

Finally, to instill strong work ethics among your employees, you must eliminate the 

hurdles in their way. Identify the critical obstacles for your employees, showing poor 

work ethics. If your employees are disengaged and demotivated at work, the chances 

are high that they wouldn't show strong ethics at work. 

Negativity in the workplace, office politics, strict hierarchy, lack of recognition, and 

inadequate benefits can lower workplace morale. Remember, the values of ethics will 

only bear fruits when they come to employees intrinsically. Do not act impatiently. Identify the factors, talk to them, and be 

respectful. It could be anything from internal miscommunication among team members to undefined company culture or any 

personal issues. Keeping a regular check on these factors is the principal responsibility of managers. 

 

Manifesting success and contentment is a continuous process; thus, one needs to have the commitment and right work ethics 

to achieve the same. You cannot paint the office walls with work ethic quotes and expect everyone to follow them. Initially, it 

may work for you. But with time, a workplace culture evolves. So you cannot follow your old dos and don'ts. You must adapt 

and understand the employees' pulse and create an environment where everyone can thrive together. 

In a workplace, managers can help instill the above-discussed work ethics and bring a positive change in the work culture. 

What else can be done to instill a strong sense of work ethics among employees? We would love to here from you, send your 

feedback to genevieve.umunnah@mainstream.com.ng. 

 

Just for Laughs   
An American lawyer and a (Nigerian) Igbo man are sitting next to each other on a long flight. The lawyer believes 

that Nigerians are so dumb that he could put almost anything over them easily, so the lawyer asks if the Nigerian 

would like to play a fun game. The Igbo man is tired and just wants to take a nap, so he politely declines and tries 

to catch a few winks. 

The American lawyer persists and says that the game is a lot of fun. "I ask you a question, and if you don't know the 

answer, you pay me only $50; you ask me one, and if I don't know the answer, I will pay you $500," he says. The 

mention of “money” and the “ratio of 1 to 10” ignites the Igbo man's interest and he agrees to play the game. 

The lawyer asks the first question. "What's the distance from the Earth to the Moon?" 

The Igbo man doesn't say a word, reaches in his pocket pulls out a $50 bill, and hands it to the lawyer. 

Now, it's his turn. He asks the American lawyer, "What goes up a hill with three legs, and comes down with four?" 

the lawyer uses his laptop and searches all references he could find on the Net. He sends e-mails to all the smart 

friends he knows, all to no avail. After one hour of searching, he finally gives up. He wakes up the Igbo man and 

hands him $500. 

The Igbo man quietly pockets the $500 and goes right back to 

sleep. The lawyer is going nuts not knowing the answer. He wakes 

the Igbo man up and asks, "Well, so what goes up a hill with three 

legs and comes down with four?" 

The Igbo man reaches in his pocket, hands the lawyer $50 and goes 

back to sleep. “Ike okwu adighi ya ”.( I no get strength for plenty 

talk) 
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5 Ways To Develop Your Interpersonal Skills In The Workplace. 
 
Good interpersonal skills are the foundation of having good working relations and a base for developing and improving many 

other areas of skill acquired overtime. Interpersonal skills are often natural since childhood subconsciously. Here are 5 ways 

to improve on these skills you may have. 

 

Identify areas of improvement: You may already have a good idea of areas that you need to develop. However, it is worth 
seeking feedback from other people because it is easy to develop ‘blind spots’ about yourself. 

 

Focus on communication skills: Communication is far more than the words that come out of your mouth. Perhaps one of the 
most important things you can do for anyone else is to take the time to listen carefully to what they are saying, considering 

both their verbal and non-verbal communication. Using techniques like questioning and reflection demonstrates that you are 

both listening and interested. Furthermore, but non-verbal communication actually plays a much bigger part than many of us 

are aware. Some experts suggest that around three-quarters of the ‘message’ is communicated by non-verbal signals such as 

body language, tone of voice, and the speed at which you speak. 

 

Improve on your communication skills: Once you are confident in your basic listening and verbal and non-verbal  
communication, you can move on to more advanced areas around communication, such as becoming more effective in how 

you speak, and understanding why you may be having communication problems. Problems with communication can arise for 

several reasons, such as Physical barriers, for example, being unable to see or hear the speaker properly, or language        

difficulties, Emotional barriers, such as not wanting to hear what is being said or en-

gage with that topic; and Expectations and prejudices that affect what people see and 

hear. 

 

Look inwards on areas of improvement: Interpersonal skills may be about how you 
relate to others, but they start with you. Many will be improved dramatically if you 

work on your personal skills. Perhaps the most important overarching personal skill is 

developing emotional intelligence. Emotional intelligence is the ability to understand 

your own and others’ emotions, and their effect on behavior and attitudes. It is  

therefore perhaps best considered as both personal and interpersonal in its nature, 

but there is no doubt that improving your emotional intelligence will help in all areas 

of interpersonal skills. 

 

Practice, reflect and improve on skills: There are several situations in which you 
need to use interpersonal skills. Consciously putting yourself in those positions, and 

practicing your skills, then reflecting on the outcomes, will help you to improve. 

Groupwork and effective negotiations are some areas through which interpersonal 

skills can be practiced. Self-reflection is a practice that can help to improve and develop on interpersonal skills. You might, for 

example, find it helpful to keep a diary or learning journal and write in it each week. 
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